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This paper is a transcript of yet another Blockchain blog, which I wrote internally for Beck et al. Services
(BeaS) under the title „Blockchain – A Blogchain“. I started this upon request after a Lightning Talk held
for BeaS in June 2016, and time and again added sections about new developments or diving into
details. The primary intention was to gradually introduce concepts and ideas around blockchain in a way
readers could follow up understanding and gear up with complexity step by step.
Therefore, the article has a “main chain“ plus short side branches, where the main chain (indicated by
plain numbering) provides the read-along story and branches (indicated by sub-numbering) take up for
details about aspects mentioned in the main chain. I tried to avoid mathematical text or protocol
language in order not to frighten away non-technical readers. There is an overall topical structure (bold
in Contents), to indicate where to start reading, if reader wants to skip previous sections or to jump right
to the point.
I added a commented reference at the end. Some references were useful helping me to understand or
provide graphics that I did not need to re-invent in the blog. I have included the ref where I did so.
The „Blogchain“ is still live and will find further additions, both for explanations of more technical details
and as the scene develops.
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1 Fiat Money - Let There Be Money!
I start the story with Money for two reasons.
- Everybody is familiar with money and money transactions intuitively
- Block Chains started with a money system, or currency. BitCoin, a crypto-currency.
I am not going into money theory. Instead, we assume there is money! Whatever it is. So called Fiat
Money, to be precise, from the Latin word "fiat", meaning "There be!" or "Let there be" or "Be made".
Fiat Money, or fiat currency, denotes anything that
- is transferable (the act of which we call transaction, like a payment made)
- everybody (in a community) agrees on
- stands for a value, also agreed upon
In everyday life we practise a lot of money transactions in different form. Let's review a few of them and
check for their characteristics.
1. Alice meets Bob and hands him a bunch of bills and coins to pay for the groceries he delivers
This type of interaction needs both Alice and Bob to be at the same place (locality) at the same time
(synchronous) to hand over something tangible, the money tokens. This is the idea of a market. Of
course, Bob trusts that Alice did not fake the tokens and owned the money. Which means that she got
it from a trusted previous owner. Below I have added a small table which compiles the transaction
characteristics in an overview.
2. With Alice living in Munich and Bob in Cologne, and Alice wanting to hand over some cash to Bob,
they'll have to do so without meeting. So Alice hands the cash to her bank, and Bob will withdraw it from
his bank or an ATM. This transaction does neither require locality (being at the same place) nor
synchrony (at the same time). But they are still dealing with tangible money tokens (cash). As they don't
see each other, both trust the bank, or several banks, involved. So Trust here is "centralized" by an
accepted, or authorized, institution.
3. This time Alice wants to transfer money to Bob from her home office, and Bob, now in Barossa Valley,
South Australia, before shipping the wine order to her, wants to see the money coming in on his
smartphone. Now "money" is represented by digital information, processed through a network of
banks, applying exchange rates and transaction fees, and Bob sees the figures in his smartphone App,
after a day or so. Here, both Bob and Alice rely on believing that the digital information actually "means"
money, i.e. can be turned into cash. Their trust is in their banks and in National Banks (Mints) ensuring
exchange values. And what IS transferred in the the transaction is "intangible", a digital representation
of a value.
Here is a table that summarizes the characteristics of the different transactions from the point of view of
Alice and Bob:
Transaction 1

Transaction 2

Transaction 3

Place

Local

Remote

Remote

Time

Synchronous

Asynchronous

Asynchronous

Carrier

Tangible

Tangible

Intangible

Trust

Personal

Central

Globally central

The progression is obvious, from near-field personal to global delegation, or, the meaning of money
becoming more and more remote. And Trust is completely delegated to some, or a network of,
authorities.
Now, what if we wanted to keep the remote, asynchronous, intangible and global features of the money
system, but do WITHOUT the services (and servers) of the central authorities? What would this be like?
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Remember, Fiat Money is everything that is transferable (e.g. digital information), everybody agrees on
(Alice, Bob, Charlie, friends and strangers), and stands for an (accepted) value - which may not be fixed
in time, I may add. (Money Theory says where "Value" comes from in first place. Here it is sufficient to
assume that everybody in fact agrees on the value. Later, with BitCoin, I will explain, where value comes
from in that currency system.)
So let's try with a way that is widely used these days for exchanging (digital) information: E-Mail, or, for
what it's worth, WhatsApp, Twitter and company. In what follows I'll choose E-Mail to introduce a simple,
if not naive, way of a money system. And this will naturally lead to insights that make the basics of
BitCoin understandable.

2 Peer-to-peer Money - A simple E-mail model
Let's assume Sigi owes me a pizza and a drink. And instead of buying it for me himself he just sends
me an E-mail like this:

Fig 1: E-Mail Money initial transaction
Now I'll use it to order a pizza from Joe's Pizza At The Corner, spending part of what Sigi sent me
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Fig 2: Forward to order a pizza for 7 units of what Sigi had sent me
This is the start of a "chain", well, of an e-Mail chain as we all know it - and sometimes hate it. Here the
"forwarding" let's Joe know that I had actually received 10 units of what it's worth, from Sigi. He sees
the incoming transaction, addressed to me – and to no one else. And my outgoing transaction is coming
from my mail account - and none else. So he sees, in clear text, that I am entitled to spend 7 units on
buying a pizza. If I had in mind buying the shrimps and salmon kind and offered 12 units for payment,
sure he'd know that I couldn't afford it from previous incomes. So he'd be fine with this order.
From the same income I can order a drink. Here it goes:
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Fig 3: Forward the rest of Sigi's to buy a drink
Same story as with Joe's pizza. And all is spent now.
And yes, there are a lot of questions. Read on!

3 What's wrong with E-mail?
Why wouldn't it work like this with E-mails? Or, what is needed to make this model work? A short
discussion will lead us to the principles of BitCoin.
1. Why would Joe accept my mail in exchange of a pizza? He wouldn't - unless this E-Mail would have
a "value" for him. Let's say there are some other "good friends" that agreed on this kind of payments,
then he could use the incoming transaction from me, maybe together with another one from other
friends, to purchase something he needs. Or, if he has outsourced his book keeping and other business
applications to Sigi’s company, BeaS, he might use my payment to pay BeaS (alias Sigi) the
monthly service fee. Short circle!
2. How does Pete know that my e-mail is true and trustworthy? He can't know, he only can trust. Trust
me, trust the group of people that joined in, trust the mail server is not tampered with (he could be sure
here, if it is a BeaS Service ;-) ).
3. How would Joe and Pete know that I did not spent the 10 units in a 3rd or 4th transaction? In fact,
they cannot see it from the E-mail chain as I presented it here. Clearly I should have copied everybody
in the group on each of my individually addressed e-mails, so everybody could verify if I over-spent.
You may have some more insights or worries about this simple model. I appreciate your questions or
comments at this point, and will try to answer them.
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The table of transaction characteristics can be extended by a column that characterizes this model:
Transaction 1

Transaction 2

Transaction 3

E-Mail Transaction

Place

Local

Remote

Remote

Remote

Time

Synchronous

Asynchronous

Asynchronous

Asynchronous

Carrier Tangible

Tangible

Intangible

Intangible

Trust

Central

Globally central

Globally peer-to-peer

Personal

Here are some preliminary key prerequisites, although unrealistic, for this system to work:
- Keeping track of transactions at any person involved
- All participants must know about all transactions – what came, what went
- Trust requires complete honesty of all participants – and error-free usage
And still some questions:
- Where does the “value” come from?
- Where does the “money“ come from after all?
Since complete honesty, i.e. global trust on peer-to-peer level, is an unrealistic assumption for any larger
group or even a global network of, in principle, anonymous participants, trust must be replaced by
something more rigid.
For BitCoin, this is where cryptology comes in.

4 Trust or Crypt! - BitCoin explained
From our E-mail analogy it became obvious that every participant in the group - from now on called the
Network - must know about everybody’s spendings. Where banks or central institutions use a Ledger
for centralized book keeping of their members' transactions, the "Ledger" in a peer-to-peer network
must be both public and immune against history changes at the same time. This is what BitCoin does for
transactions.
BitCoin principles in an overview:
Ledger
The "Ledger" is maintained by the Network (not by a bank or central Institution)
The "Ledger" resides on every node in the participants’ network
The "Ledger" keeps track of all "Accounts" and transactions made between Accounts

Fig 4: Transaction copies distributed to each node register Alice's transaction to Bob (drawing [2])
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So everybody knows about everyone's Txs. (I now use the common short acronym Tx for "Transaction"). If you
think this is problematic with regard to privacy, see the Privacy Topic in branch 4.1.
Every new Tx - money sends and receives - is copied to all nodes (that are active at this moment) and added to the
"Ledger" on each active node. What about inactive nodes? Separate question, answered later.
In fact - there is no "Ledger" in the common sense! What there is on each node is
-

The complete history of all transactions ever made

-

Technically implemented by means of links to previous Txs

Which is, effectively, a tree of TXs rather than a "chain". Nevertheless we speak of a "Transaction Chain". Which,
by the way, is not the "Block Chain"!
Remember the analogy of our E-mail model and think ahead: more friends, more transactions... a large tree of emails to manage.

Fig 5: Ledger instances on all nodes register all transactions ever made (drawing from [2])
Trust
There is no Trust Center or even a central server that provides Trust as a Service.
Instead, strong asymmetrical encryption based on advanced mathematical procedures is applied for a
Digital Signature.
The method is known as the Public Key method in cryptology and IT security. It uses pairs of public and
private keys to sign and verify a digital signature.
(There is a branch on the digital signature method, and the RSA public key method, later in this text:
9.2, 9.3.)
Hashes are applied to make sure that the Tx content cannot be tampered with. (There is more to hashes
in a separate topic, see 9.1.)
The Wallet
As a user of the BitCoin system you need some SW on your node, called the Wallet.
It does all the tricks of managing the Tx Chain - sorry, Tree -, key generation, encryption, account
statistics and allows you to set up transactions.
A Wallet makes BitCoin usable.
Because everything in BitCoin is Open Source, you may write your wallet SW yourself. But be careful,
if you mess it up, you destroy money for good! Remember there is no bank to address problems to.
There are many reliable Wallet apps available in the scene that you might trust more than your own
programming skills.
In our unsafe e-mail currency model it would be tedious to crawl through all the e-mails to calculate your
balance. Soon enough there would be a tool that does it for you.
The Money
So what have you got to put into your Wallet, where - or what - is the money?
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The Chain of Transactions is the Money. Or, the linked sequence of digitally signed Txs right from the
very beginning. Think of our E-mail analogy: The “money” is what the history tree of e-mail says at any
point of time.
Or as Satoshi Nakamoto put in in his, or her, fundamental article [1]: "We define an electric coin as a
chain of digital signatures." Easy enough!

Fig 6: BitCoins - A linked history of transactions (drawing from [2])
Given these four ingredients, how does BitCoin actually work? How do I transfer "money" to my favourite
Pizza Provider? See 5 next.

4.1 Privacy - An Issue?
According to the principles of BitCoin every money transfer, current or in history, will eventually be
known on every node in the network. Being "published" is one of the factors of reliability of the peer-topeer system.
However, it is not the "content" of a Tx that is disclosed in public. Not like you can see the sender and
recipient of a money transfer in clear text, like on a bank account statement. The addressee of an output
is "addressed" by his or her public key, in fact, the address IS the public key. (See the explanations in
5.2). Alice uses the public key of Bob to send him BitCoins in a Tx, not his name and account as in bank
transfers.
However, with current Big Data techniques and pattern analytics it could be possible to sieve through
the massive data pool and find characteristics of transactions that involve a certain public key and
eventually discover some relations between Tx partners and types of exchange. Even to conclude who
the involved partners are.
There is an easy way to prevent that if you have to - apart from using a crypted Internet network, like
Tor. You just generate a new public/private key pair (from your Wallet), frequently, or even for every
pending Tx, for your partner(s) to use with their next Tx to you.
No worry that you will run out of key pairs - there are roughly 10 to the power of 48 possibilities.

5 BitCoin Transaction - How does it work?
We are still at the level of transactions, or Tx for short. That is, receiving and spending crypto money,
BitCoins in particular. So how does it work? Here’s the basic mechanism.
Assume you are already into BitCoin, i.e. you have a wallet and own some BitCoins.
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1. To spend money, set up a transaction. A Tx consists of


Referencing one or a number of "input" Txs previously made to you. With a total of 36.5 BTC,
say. BTC goes in units of a hundred millionth of a BitCoin, so there is much room to define
spendings.
Making one or a number of "outputs" (or "send-to's") to recipients. Also with a total of 36.5 BTC.
If you actually want to send less than the sum of the referenced inputs to recipients you need to
include an output to yourself to balance out the complete Tx



Fig 7: In her Tx, Alice sends 5.0 to Bob after she received 2.0 from Fred and 3.0 from Charles.
BitCoin Terminology: Alice references two input Txs made to her summing up to 5.0 while making
an output of the same amount to Bob. If it was less, she would include the rest as Output to herself.
If it was more, then Alice would have to add more Inputs to cover the output. Otherwise, the Tx would
be invalid and dumped (drawing from [2]).
2. The "address" of the recipient used in the Tx is his Public Key. This is different from the common
under-standing of "address". It is tricky, but it does the job. (Branch 5.2 explains the "trick"). Moreover,
remember that the output of A to B will be used as input by B to generate an output to some C in
a future Tx.
3. Apply your Digital Signature. This is used to verify to the world that you are the true owner of the
36.5 BTC. In other words - that you are using valid previous inputs to you for your output. (See 5.1)
4. Submit the Tx to the network.
5. Use your Wallet App to iterate through all previous Txs to sum up your balance
Now assume you are just starting, maybe by receiving your first coins. (You may have traded them from
a BitCoin Exchange for a traditional currency amount.) How can you be sure at all about the existence
and validity of previous transactions that make up the coins you receive? Remember that’s what the
coins are, by definition.
To check all the way back along the Txs history is an initial task of your Wallet (or own SW). This is how
the global "ledger" is made available on your node. In fact, it may take 24h to complete the load and
checking the transactions are all intact. (Note here: the Txs altogether actually come in blocks. The
"blocks" of the BlockChain. We come to that. Another note: There are “short-cut techniques” that avoid
loading all the history to your node, which could even be a Smartphone these days.)
Some Notes to the procedure:


There is no "reversing" of a submitted Tx. If you used the wrong recipient address (public key)
or the wrong amount, you'll have to clarify this directly with your peer.
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If you lose your own key, e.g. from suffering a HD head crash, you AND the network loses the
attached amount of BTCs for good. That is, money can be destroyed!
As I said before, you can program your own Wallet application - also a good opportunity to
destroy money

I will include in a later branch a screenshot of what a Tx looks like in reality (11.2 ff). Because all
BlockChain blocks and Txs are available in the network there are abundant web sites that give you
access and insights to these.
Now it is time to sit back and contemplate what it is what we now have. What is secured here by such
Tx Chains? How far does it lead us getting along without Trust? And what’s the difference to our e-mail
model? At last, we will trun to the BlockChain (see 6).

5.1 Chain of Digital Signatures
Transactions are chained by Digital Signatures. Remember the definition S.N. [1] gave for an electronic
coin. BitCoins are available for spending if they build the "end" of a chain of Txs - or tree, as I explained.
And Digital Signatures are used to keep up an unbreakable linking between validated Txs.
Technically, with a new Tx the sender (Alice) generates a Hash of the previous Txs (those used as
inputs) and the recipients (Bob) key, and applies her private key to digitally sign the Hash, thus
generates a Digital Signature for her transaction. The recipient, Bob, can check trueful coin ownership
of Alice by counter-checking the signature with Alice's public key.
Here is Picture from the original BitCoin article but it is still tricky to understand.

Fig 8: Recursively validated chain of digitally signed Txs (drawing from [1])
The "roles" of Owner 1, 2, 3 interlace in this picture. I try to understand it this way: The middle box is
what Owner 2 receives. He verifies the signature with the sender's (Owner 1) public key. The right box
is what Owner 2 prepares and provides to Owner 3.
S.N. in [1] puts it simply as: " Each owner transfers the coin to the next by digitally signing a hash of the
previous transaction and the public key of the next owner and adding these to the end of the coin. A
payee can verify the signatures to verify the chain of ownership."

5.2 How Addressing works
Addressing a Tx, or, an output in a Tx, to a recipient is tricky. The address is the public key of the
recipient, which sounds a bit different from the common notion of an address. Rather than specifying
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"where" or how to find the recipient, this method of addressing sends the "message" out to everyone
(node) in the Network, but only one of them can "make use" of the message. Or to see it the other way
round, the message carries a "value" only for the owner of the public key used in the message. How is
that? Let's look at an example.
Say, Alice wants to send, or address, 10 BTC to Bob.
- Alice uses Bob's public key to "address" an output of 10 BTC in a Tx
- The Tx goes out to the entire community, everybody receives it.
- But only Bob has the matching private key
- Now it gets somewhat recursive: So only Bob can use the matching private key to sign the output of
Alice (10 BTC) as input to him for further use, e.g. in a transaction where he wants to send some BTC
to Charles, say.
In other words, no one else but Bob can make use - or generate value - out of the globally distributed
Tx. "Sent to" Bob is implemented by a " meant for" Bob, and only Bob.

6 Mathematical Races - The BlockChain Explained
It seems that electronic coin transactions are safe now using all the crypto tricks and network wide
distribution. So what does "BlockChain" add to it, why is another kind of "magic" required to make
BitCoins work in real life?
Thinking it over again, here is what we have secured by now:







Everyone has full Information about every transaction
Privacy is still safe
Everyone can check Txs way back to the beginning, the very first Tx
The digital signature and hash guarantees that there was no tampering on past Txs
Everybody can sum up his/her Balance
It is always ensured that a spender has previously received what he /she spends

All without a central authority or service to manage all this.
But there is still one major issue:
-> There is no reliable timestamp to ensure, globally, which Tx came before another one
-> Therefore, a so called Double Spending fraud could still be possible
This is what using Blocks - as in BlockChain - resolves!
Let's have a closer look.

7 Double Spending - A Temptation
Double Spending means using a coin twice. It is not possible with primitive money that has tangible
tokens - unless you forge a material copy, counterfeit money. But it is easy enough in digital form.
Think of how you could do it with our E-Mail analogy.
A double spending fraud is still theoretically possible in Tx chains. In the Network the "order", or
sequence, of transactions is not properly defined. Remember there is no central timestamp server that
could be used reliably to apply time stamps to all Tx before they get distributed into the network. Hence,
a local node may manipulate the order of its Txs.
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Fig 9: Some nodes have a Tx "Alice to Bob", some have "Alice to Alice" (drawing from [2])
In the picture Alice may issue Tx1 sending BitCoins (from her previous inputs) to Bob. Then, in a Tx2 she
uses the same inputs to send money to herself. Some nodes may receive Tx1 first, some Tx2, due to
the network propagation delays.
In a scenario, Alice makes a money Tx1 to Bob to pay for a good or service that Bob offers. Bob ships,
or initiates shipping, of the good to Alice in response, which may be an automated electronic response
to the arrival of Tx1. Then Alice issues Tx2, on her same inputs, to herself - or to someone else. The
result can be, at least, a "disagreement" in the network (now for convenience think of a network of
"Ledgers") about who rightfully owns Alice's former inputs now. But this is the basic requirement in the
peer-to-peer money system: the entire network must be in agreement about the transactions. That would
be easy if Alice's transactions would have a reliable timestamp. But if there is suspicion of a double
spending fraud in principle, who would put trust in the timestamps of local nodes.
The BlockChain concept as proposed by a certain Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [1] resolves this issue,
bringing Txs in a commonly accepted sequence without need of a timestamp.

8 BlockChain - How it works
In the absence of a central time server BlockChain is a method for sequencing of transactions in a completely distributed way. (At the same time it is the way to generate BitCoins, we come back to this later,
in 11.)
Here's the principle idea:






Rather than treating single Txs separately, several Txs that are released to the network are
packed into blocks. (Well, a block may also contain just one Tx.)
Blocks are "chained" by a linear reference from one block to the "previous" one. The trick here
is, of course, how to determine the "previous" one, see below.
This then results in a chain of linked blocks of Txs, hence the term "BlockChain", where the
sequence is defined by the backward pointing links.
Again, the chain starts with the first block ever created (called the “Genesis Block”) and is in its
entirety available on every node - sooner or later, which doesn't matter now, as the sequence
is fixed
The specific technical details (see later) make sure that the blocks, and the sequencing links
cannot be tampered with
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Fig 10: Structure of a Block, including Txs and a hash of the previous block as backward link. The
“Nonce” is explained later. (from [1])




All Txs in one block are considered "same time"
And sure, there can’t be conflicting Txs, like Tx1, Tx2 above from Alice, in one block
All Txs outside blocks are free, or "unconfirmed", and considered not yet reliable

So we have to distinguish the concepts of



Tx Chain: the logical tree of transactions securing ownership and money exchange
BlockChain: the grouping of Txs with the aim of placing them into a defined order on block level

Fig 11: Txs ordered by block sequence and (still) free Txs in the Network (drawing from [2])
What happens with Txs and blocks in the network is simply this:
Every node in the network can grab free Txs, prepare a block and distribute the block to all other nodes
for being chained – i.e. appended to the existing chain.
Well, not so simple! What would be gained? Txs might end up in two block proposals. Then which one
is valid?
The key idea here is to make it extremely - and I mean "extremely" - difficult and a time-consuming work
to create such a block! Far from just collecting items into a container. Time-consuming work means



hard compute work (which is why the technical term "proof-of-work" is used in the BlockChain
concept)
a lot of time - by measure of both compute and real time. On average, with the entire network
working on blocks, it takes about 10 minutes for a new block to appear. Read on 9 for the
explanation why.

8.1 S.N.'s BlockChain Algorithm
The BlockChain concept was first proposed and applied by Satoshi Nakamoto in an 8 page paper in
2008. This is how he (or she?) defined the BlockChain Algorithm in six plain steps in the original words
(from [1]):
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The proof of work for a block means the time-consuming work that needs to be done in order to generate
a valid block. What this time-consuming work consists of is explained next in 9.

9 The BlockChain Math Race Puzzle
New valid blocks are hard compute work to generate. Again, Hashes play a key role but now as a part
of a mathematical puzzle. In math terms, the puzzle is to find a solution to a complicated equation, or
more precisely to a "Less than" inequality.
Here is the principle: if you have a mathematical formula, or function, that calculates a result y from an
input value x, we write this as f(x) = y. f can be a square root function or a logarithm, or any combination
of basic and advanced calculations. Usually it is easy enough to calculate y from x, especially using a
compute device. It may be harder, or even impossible, to calculate an input value x that yields a
predefined value of y using the formula f, i.e. to do the reverse calculation. If the reverse calculation
cannot be done by an explicit "reverse" function - like the square function to reverse the square root all you can do is guess and try: guess a value for x, try if calculation of f(x) yields the expected value of
y.
The problem may also be set as an inequality, i.e. find and x that yields a value from f(x) that is less
than (or less or equal, or larger than) a given y. Then your guess of x will be successful, if f(x) < y.
To make things even more complicated, there are functions - or calculation schemes - that cannot be
reversed at all, for all practical matters or even in principle. For obvious reasons such functions are
often called one-way functions. Hashes are one-way (see branch on Hashes in 9.1), where the input x
is usually a text of some sort converted into numeric. And other than with common mathematical
functions, like the square root, you cannot assume that if x and x' are close, so are y and y' - and vice
versa.
The puzzle here is to find an input (text) x that yields a Hash value less than a specified bound:

The input text combines the Hash of the previous block - assuming that all valid blocks of the past have
been sequenced, so there is a unique "previous" block - and the new transactions, plus a "Nonce", a
one-time random value. Looking deeper into it, the "Hash" is not just a simple hash function but a
combination of hashes applied iteratively. But the principle is the same.
Now, the race:
The first next node in the network to "solve" a block broadcasts this into the Network.



This makes all the Txs inside valid, or "accepted" - at least for the time being (see below)
and makes the Chain one block longer, linking the new block to the last one in the chain, the
previous block
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Fig 12: (Drawing from [2])
Solving a block requires enormous computing power and time. This depends on the bound value. The
lower it is, the harder the work. In principle the expected work increases exponentially with the number
of leading zeros in the bound. The bound value is dynamically decreased with time, or number of blocks
in the chain. The Difficulty of solving a block is shown as a block characteristic in BlockChain Monitoring
Websites (see 11.1).





The Difficulty of the first-ever BitCoin block, #0 solved on Jan 03, 2009, was set to 1. For
comparison,
Block #514938 solved on June 12, 2016 had Difficulty of approx. 1,9 times 10 to the power of
12
With all nodes active in the network, the bound value dynamic stabilizes the average (expected)
time until a new block is solved somewhere to some 10 minutes. So on average the BlockChain
grows with 6 block per hour.
Solving a block is the "proof-of work" mentioned earlier

Back to the race:
In the unlikely event that two or more solved blocks are solved and distributed in the network at any
time, there is a tie break rule: The longest Chain wins.

Fig 13: Tie break ensures unique sequencing in the unlikely event of parallel blocks (Drawing from [2])
If different nodes have different (parallel) new blocks, then the Chain (on a node) that has the next
solved block first (green) will be accepted as the Chain continuation.





The (green) block will be accepted as the "previous" block
Remember that the new block (white) has a definite "previous" block (green, in this case)
Alternative blocks (blue, magenta) will be dissolved and their Txs set free, and unconfirmed,
again
If parallel blocks are unlikely already, it is extremely unlikely that two of them are extended
simultaneously by different subsequent blocks. But if so, iterate!
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This is why it is recommended to wait for several new blocks to be added to the chain before being sure
that a Tx is confirmed for good. Waiting for 5 next blocks, this will take about an hour until a Tx is "really"
secure.
So, this is a bunch of tricks in BlockChain to think over. Only for the purpose to prevent the Double
Spending Fraud? If so, does it do the job, then? Read on in section 10. Or check out some details about
hashes, signatures and encryption first.

9.1 Hashes
Assume you have a copy of long text and you want to be sure that the copy is the same text as the
original. Why? There are many reasons, inadvertedly or on purpose, that a text copy may have been
changed, even for electronic texts. Or, you forgot which version of a text was the one you sent to a cowriter. One way to check is to read through both texts, word by word, letter by letter, and compare. This
would be tedious work, even if it is done electronically. (And besides, you would need to have both
versions at hand.) Or, if it is SW code from a download, how would you check, bit by bit, whether the
code copy has a bit error or not?
This is where Hashes come in (in some context also called a Digest). Hashes are generated, or,
calculated, to provide an identifier for a file or any piece of data which is (almost) unique for the data
given and which is much easier and faster to compare than comparing the objects themselves. One
reason is that hashes are usually much smaller (less bytes) data items than the original objects.
OK, let's explain this by a (much too simple) example. Take a string of numbers, like a phone number:
004989538863177. Take a function that adds up all digits into one sum, i.e.
hash(004989538863177) equals 78. Just for fun, the hash(78) is 15, a double hash of the phone
number. Now if the phone number is given to you by someone on the phone, it sometimes happens
you’re not sure if you got it all right. Like, you may have written down 00498953863177 instead (where
one 8 is missing). If you had asked for the "hash" (78) you could easily check that you got the number
wrong even without calling again, because hash(00498953863177) is 70, double hash is 7.
You can easily see that this hash function is of very limited practical value. Why? It lacks one important
characteristic: there are many phone numbers that will have the same hash. Whenever you just
swapped two digits, the phone number will be wrong, but the hash will have the same value. You can
tell you got the number wrong if the hashes are different, but not vice versa. So better forget using the
sum of digits as a "hash" function.
Here are two key requirements for a good (cryptographic) hash function H, almost a definition:




It must be (almost) impossible to derive the original data object m from a given hash value h =
H(m). In other words, hashing is not invertible. That is, it is easy to calculate the hash but hard
to guess the original message. That's why hash functions are sometimes called one way
functions or trapdoor functions: easy to get in, hard to get out.
It must be almost impossible to "fake" a hash value. That is, if h = H(m), then it is hard to find
another data object m* that yield the same hash value, i.e. H(m*) = h.

The second condition also implies that you cannot try to approximate m for a given hash value h by
numerical search procedures like Bi-section, Newton or Gradient methods. Small differences between
m and m*, say, do not imply small differences in their hash values.
An extension variant of the second condition states that it must be hard to find a pair m, m* of data
objects with H(m)=H(m*). This is to cover the effects of the "Birthday Paradox" (see link in 17).
There are various methods of creating hash functions, coded and ready for use in many
programming libraries. And there are many websites that provide hash calculation for texts of file input.
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A widely used hash algorithm is SHA-256, which generates a 32 Byte hash string. It is frequently used
in the BitCoin Blockchain protocol, even for a double hash, i.e. the hash of a hash of m:
sha256(sha256(m)) .
Example: For the phone number string above you get (from this web hash calculator):
sha256(004989538863177) =
4377a6574739ae87ec215faa68f1b26e1825292165dfb75d49758182d681c5c6
Swap two digits, 17 -> 71, and you get a completely different result:
sha256(004989538863717) =
312d6ac77d7d42b00e07fb6d17f6d2b765c662f0533fda67e4bf7a8bb3b5c55a
Hashes have many uses. Among others, in





Validation of content, e.g. a password, document, code, or media object
Tamper protection
Digital signature
Information retrieval, content addressing

Hashes "keep the secret", i.e. they can be used and checked without disclosing the original content,
which may even be encrypted.
Hashes "identify" content, and usually are much smaller (in number of bits) than the original object.
Hashes "protect" content, i.e. tampering with the content will make the hash invalid.
All these features are used in the Blockchain.
Hash of above section (from “Assume…” to “…Blockchain.”):
da68734d6237bd2542b2107f6579094a9022ede220db625f36dfeebb995f10f9

9.2 Digital Signature Explained
Signatures are applied to prove origin. Of something, a message, say. There are two ways of looking at
this: One, does the message come from where it claims to come from? Like in a mail message. Two,
can the origin be held "responsible" for sending this message - rather than deny it? Therefore, a
signature must be unique to the one origin, not to be used or faked by some other source.
For digital data objects, like messages, documents, program code, we use Digital Signatures. And
instead of wax and seals we use cryptography. I'll explain how, by using concepts of "public key
cryptography". (In section 9.3 "Public Key Encryption" I explain that separately. For here we just need
the concepts of a pair of complementing keys - a private key known only to the owner and a public key
known to "the public", i.e. anybody who wants it).
First, it helps to understand the difference between encryption and digital signature: Encryption is about
confidentiality, digital signature is about proof of origin.
When Alice wants to send a confidential message to Bob, she applies the public key from Bob's key pair
to encrypt the message, sends the result to Bob, who then uses his private key to unlock, or decrypt,
the message. In a formal notation:
Alice: M -> M* = Bob's_PublicKey(M)
Alice: Send M* to Bob
Bob: M* -> M = Bob's_PrivateKey(M*)
where M is the message, M* the encrypted message and ...Key( ) means apply ...Key to the data object
in the brackets.
Digitally signing is a little trickier: When Alice wants to prove to Bob that a data object M is originally
from her, she will apply her private key to the message and send the result, i.e. the signature, to Bob
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together with M. Who then applies the public key of Alice to the signature object. That result then must
be identical with M for the proof. Here are the lines:
Alice: M -> S = Alice's_PrivateKey(M)
Alice: Send S to Bob, (together with M)
Bob: S -> R = Alice's_PublicKey(S), check if R = M
Note the reversal of the use of keys between Alice and Bob in these scenarios and then remember the
public key is no secret and, in principle, available to everyone whereas the private key must never be
disclosed. So in either scenario the public key may have been sent over to the respective partner
beforehand.
Digital signing may be used for the two use cases I mentioned in the beginning. One is, if Bob wants to
make sure that what he receives as message M is what Alice sent, he requests the signature along with
the message. Why does this help? Well, if any changes were made in between to M, then R generated
out of the signature S would not match with M anymore. Why can't M and S be tampered with at the
same time? This would need the private key of Alice to generate a new signature for the tampered-with
M, which in turn is Alice's own secret. If S would be changed in any other way, then Bob would find that
he cannot generate a match using Alice's public key.
Second, Alice cannot deny that she is the "originator" of the message. Because nobody else could have
generated the signature - well, unless somebody had access to her private key. (Which can happen.)
This is the principle. In reality signatures are rarely generated from the data object M itself. One reason
is, it would require at least twice the data volume to be transmitted and a tedious comparison. There are
several ways to improve on this.
Hashes. The signature is generated from a hash of the original data object:
Alice: M -> V = hash(M), V -> S = Alice's_PrivateKey(V)
Alice: Send V, S to Bob (together with M)
Bob: S -> R = Alice's_PublicKey(S), check if R = V
Here, only the shorter V generated by a suitable Hash function (see section on Hashes) is encrypted into a
signature and the shorter signature sent over for the proof
Encryption. To add confidentiality, Alice could encrypt M prior or after signature generation. So she will send over
S along with M* instead of M. Clearly she would have to use Bob's_PublicKey to generate M*. And this can be
combined with using hashes.
Here is a combination of the three principles (Hash, Encrypt, Sign) often found in practice:
Alice: M -> V = hash(M), V -> S = Alice's_PrivateKey(V), M+V+S -> M* = Bob's_PublicKey(M+V+S)
Alice: Send M* to Bob
Bob: M* -> M+V+S = Bob's_PrivateKey(M*), S -> R = Alice's_PublicKey(S), check if R = V

9.3 Public Key Encryption Explained
Encryption is used to keep an information, or data object, confidential between some parties - to be very
general. The "parties" can be a Sender and a Receiver of a message (Alice and Bob), or a closed group
of people who are explicitly allowed to access the information. They have to "decrypt" the encrypted info
in order to access the original content, like a clear text message. The particular method of encryption
and decryption is called a cryptographic method.
Confidentiality in this way implies that sender and receiver of a message, or a group sharing
the information, share a "secret" only known to them that can be used to encrypt and decrypt
the data object that is to be kept confidential. A straight forward way to achieve this is to agree on a
method and a "key" that will be used to encrypt and also enables decryption by some sort of "inverting"
the encryption method:
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Alice: M -> M* = E(M;key)
Alice: Send M* to Bob
Bob: M* -> M = D(M*;key)
where D(ecrypt) is an "inverse" method, or function, to E(ncrypt). That is, D applied (with the same key)
after E is like doing nothing to message M.
Whereas the methods E and D can be agreed upon upfront, like using a publicly available piece of SW
(or, algorithm), the key must be shared beforehand. Sharing this between sender and receiver, or
between groups, is a weak point in the process. The key could be retrieved in transit by a "man in the
middle".
Public key cryptography is a way out here. Instead of trying to keep the secret key away from anybody
outside the admitted parties, the "key" is split in two parts: One part is never leaving the owner, the
"private key", another part is never bothered to be kept secret at all, it can be made available to anyone
who wants it, i.e. it is "public". The (mathematical) art here was to find methods and keys that allows both
generating and applying pairs of (PrivatKey, PublicKey) so that PrivateKey and PublicKey cancel out in
successive application - like E and D did in the symmetrical method above. And because of this
asymmetry in handling the different keys, public key encryption is an "asymmetric" cryptographic
method. Fortunately clever people found clever mathematical methods (e.g. based on large prime
numbers) that do the trick, plus make it practically impossible to "guess" or hack the private key.
With public key cryptography the story above would like this:
Alice: M -> M* = Bob's_PublicKey(M)
Alice: Send M* to Bob
Bob: M* -> M = Bob's_PrivateKey(M*)

Two things are different here: There is no shared secret; instead, the sender has previously acquired
the public key of the receiver, which by definition, everybody can have. Second, the sender (Alice) does
not use, or need, his own secret (e.g. Alice's_PrivateKey). Instead, only the receiver's key pair is involved
here: Bob's_PublicKey for the sender, Bob's own secret (Bob's_PrivateKey) to decrypt the received
crypto-message. If Bob would want to reply confidentially in the same way, he would use
Alice's_PublicKey, provided Alice had generated a key pair and submitted the public key to Bob. Try to
think for yourself, if any other option of using the key pairs would do the trick here.
Famous names to be mentioned here as pioneering public key cryptography are, among others, Diffie,
Hellman, Merkle and the famous RSA - Rivest, Shamir and Adleman, and Koblitz and Miller
for introducing elliptic curves.

10 Math Race against Double Spending Fraud
Assume Alice wanted to "re-use" BitCoins she had already sent to Bob. That is, some of her valid inputs
have been used in a Tx to Bob. The Tx is in the network and soon grabbed by some node(s) into a Block
that is going to be solved. Bob would initiate shipment of whatever good or service Alice requested and
paid for by her Tx - but only after the block containing this Tx is confirmed. That is, the Block is
successfully included at the end of the BlockChain.
In order to "re-use" the coins then, she could only try to place a new Tx, which addresses the same
inputs, to herself, say, into a block and try to solve this on her own - plus build a chain of subsequent
blocks that is longer than the currently valid BlockChain.
Alice would be in a race with rest of the network: trying to solve - on her own - more blocks in shorter
time than the entire network has generated, and will generate, after Bob has shipped his product. Only
if she succeeds, the "longest chain wins" rule would apply and abandon the part of the chain containing
the Tx to Bob. And thus release the Tx back to the pool of unconfirmed Txs. And next time round this
Tx would be rejected because the referenced inputs have been spent already in another Tx (the one to
Alice herself) that has been confirmed in some previous block in the chain.
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Fig 14: The Double Spending Race: Why Alice can't win (drawing from [2])
As a consequence, a Tx is more secure when it is further back in the BlockChain. Because that would
give the trueful block a head start over any race for the longest chain that a Double Spending
Fraud could try to start. A good recommendation is to wait for 6 confirmations, i.e. 5 additional Blocks,
before accepting that a Tx is secure. With the balancing of Difficulty (see previous topic) and total
network compute power this will take 60 min, approx., until a Tx is secured.
The BlockChain algorithm ensures that Txs are captured in blocks that can be put in sequence, so it is
always clear which block, and Tx, came first. The sequence cannot be changed, nor can the content of
a block or Tx be altered due to the hashes, that include the linking. The only way would be generating
a longer chain from the point where the alteration is being made, that is, winning a race for the longest
chain.
In [1] Satoshi Nakamoto showed that Alice can't possibly win the race acting just on her own. It would
require 50% or more of the networks nodes to work together on Alice's fraud for a reasonable chance
to generate a longer alternative chain.

11 Where do BitCoins come from?
Where does the money come from? BitCoins in particular - there is no National Mint that coins or prints
money for distribution by banks.
The easy answer is, again recursively,



If I have some, I can spend some!
I have some, because someone spent some, previously, to my wallet.

But where is the start? The not-so-easy answer is, there is no real “issuance” for BitCoins (other than,
say, for EtherCoins; see 16).
BitCoins are generated dynamically - in the course of successfully adding new blocks to the Chain.
Because it is pretty hard, or even a piece of luck, to solve a block, it is ok to consider this as a result of
"mining".
BitCoin Mining



Any node - the Miner - simply adds a certain fixed amount, 25 say, of BitCoins as a reward to
the block he tries to solve.
If successful, i.e. his block is broadcasted and added to the chain, he is 25 BTC richer
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In turn, if his block would not end up as part of the longest chain, the 25 BTC reward would be
invalidated, and some other miner would receive the reward.

(See the branch 11.1 – 11.4 showing a typical Block and Transaction Content.)
It seems that this is out "of thin air". But as with conventional money BitCoins are not easily produced
and solving a block, in principle, is a rare event. Much like digging up a gold nugget. Mining BitCoins
means a lot of effort, in terms of electrical power and CPU time. However, these (e.p. and cpu) must not
be mistaken for the "value" attached to the mined BitCoins. Making it hard to mine a BitCoin prevents
flooding the Network with "cheap" digital tokens, makes them "valuable", but the value is something that
is agreed upon in the Network. Instead of digging for myself I might rather trade in some goods, services
or other values in exchange for BitCoins. Which brings us back to step 1 above.
Mining Rewards started at 50 BTC per solved block, beginning with Block 0 in 2009 (the “Genesis
Block”), and is halved approx. every 4 years. In July 2016 the reward amount has gone down from 25
BTC to 12.5 BTC. This will continue until the total of BitCoin Currency has reached a value close to 21
Mio BTC. This will be in 2140. (After that new solved blocks will come with a small Tx fee instead.)
Halving the reward values plus the continuous decrease of the bound value for successful block hashes
- which makes mining more and more difficult - compensate for the increase of compute power in the
Network. Difficulty and gross compute power somehow balance out in the network to the effect that, on
average, it takes 10 min for a next block to be found (or, solved) and added to the Chain. The reward
halving schedule will steer, even control, the total amount of the currency to the limiting 21 Mio BTC in
2140. Why not have more than this? This is part of the BitCoin design - or protocol - as I will explain in
a later sections.
So, in a sense, new BitCoins that enter the currency system by mining rewards are taken from the
“reserve”, i.e. the difference between the limit (21 Mio, fixed) and the current volume in circulation.

Fig 15: BitCoin mining devices. Right: AntMiner 7 (EUR 1,140 at Amazon)
Being such a rare event, per node, to solve a block, groups of people have long since joined forces to
form "Mining Pools". So rather than wait for individual success, they share the rewards gained by the
group. And of course, there are special compute devices for BitCoin Mining today, spanning special
purpose CPUs, GPUs, ASCIs, USB devices or even Raspberry Pie varieties. If you want to start mining,
you may buy them even from Amazon, if you like.
BitCoin Exchanges
Once BitCoins were in the world, waiting for incoming Txs that add BitCoins to your Wallet, or trying to
mine some by yourself, would be tedious. Instead, digital currency exchange platforms started up
offering exchange of common currencies into BitCoins or vice versa. Acting much like an online bank or
a stock exchange they offer selling and buying of BitCoins for USD or EURO or whatever, at a current
rate. Usually BitCoin Exchanges not only trade BitCoins but other digital tokens likewise.
BitCoins purchased there are transferred to your Wallet, from where you can spend them. Or, you can
keep them in a Wallet at the exchange, which is even more like using a bank safe or account.
Stealing BitCoins
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While the BlockChain protects against double spending frauds, it does not prevent theft of your Wallet
or robbing a bank (i.e., a BitCoin Exchange). If you let somebody hack into your Wallet on your PC, he
might "steal" your money. That is, issue a transaction to his favour in your name, technically using your
crypt keys. Same can happen to an exchange place if wallets are not properly protected.
This is what just happened yesterday (Aug 02, 2016) to Hong Kong based Bitfinex. As Bitfinex reported,
119,756 BTC were stolen due to a security breach. No other currencies were affected. Curious to follow
up what they find how this was done.
There might be ways to at least prevent the hacker to make use of the stolen money, because somehow
the majority of the network must "agree" on the false Txs.

11.1 A look into a Block
Here is a snapshot of Block # 423791, taken from blockexplorer.com
Blockhash is the Hash that solved this Block of 14 Transactions. Count the number of leading zeroes:
17. The difficulty is of the order of 10**12. Remember Block #0 had difficulty 1.0
The Nonce that brought success is shown lower right.

The Block was added to the main chain at the time as the Timestamp tells. It was solved by AntMiner which is also the product Name of a HW series for BitCoin mining - who received a reward of 12.5 BTC
for solving the Block, the current reward amount. The Block is linked for good to a previous Block and
to the next Block - which makes the BlockChain, or sequencing of Txs contained. The Merkle Root is
the “top hash” of a “Merkle Tree” for this block (the transactions within). Merkel trees are another
fundamental “technology” used in blockchain applications to reduce the need to maintain and search
the full ledger transaction history for a valid transcation on every node (see [1]). The use of Merkle Trees
and variants is an exciting topic per se but exceeds the scope of this paper at this point. I may add a
separate explanation in a later version of this text.

11.2 A look at Txs of the Block
Here are two of the 14 Txs of Block #423791 (shown up in 11.1). The Hash identifies the specific Block.
The first Tx has 2 Inputs and 2 Outputs, and a Tx fee of 0.001 BTC to the benefit of the miner. The next
has 1 Input, used up for 4 Outputs plus a Tx fee as shown in the lower left. The blue strings preceding
the BTC values are the public keys of the receivers and senders and used for addressing (see 5.2).
The totals are in the green field. The blue field shows the number of confirmations, in terms of blocks
added to the chain after 423791 was added. Wait for 5 or more to make it safe.
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(U) or (S) behind the BTC value on the Output side indicates whether these coins have been already
spent again by the receiver or are still unspent.

11.3 A look into a Tx
Here we look into the Tx ending on ...9c5c from Block # 423791. This time taken from a different source,
bitcoinchain.com
During the time it took me to prepare this piece of text the Tx received already 15 confirmations, so the
Outputs are definitely safe then.
The information here are obvious and need no further explanation now.

“Show scripts” displays the technical specification of the transactions, which are (simple) scripts that
are built according to the BitCoin protocol specifications (see 13 f). Just to give you an impression, here
is the outgoing Tx script to the receiver of the17.86… BTC:
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{"asm":"OP_DUP OP_HASH160 e0c54a910ad4761a4a9889fc707b72d70dca8393 OP_EQUALVERIFY
OP_CHECKSIG","hex":"76a914e0c54a910ad4761a4a9889fc707b72d70dca839388ac","reqSigs":1
,"type":"pubkeyhash"}

11.4 A look into a Tx recipient
From the same source, Block #423 791, Tx ending on ...9c5c, pick the addressee of the 17.86.... BTC.
This is what we see - again, we are further on in time so his Input from Tx ...9c5c meanwhile has 40
confirmations.
The recipient has spent the full amount already (the -17.86.... line) in a Tx with 5 Outputs, and this
"spending" has been captured in another Block, solved and confirmed by additional 39 Blocks after that.
See the addressing and the Tx Hash in the summary section. The Type indicates that a hash of the
public key is used as the BitCoin Address, rather than the public key itself (see 5.2).

If you can’t read this properly or want to check online go here. Online, you will find that the number of
confirmations increase with time, or, with the Chain getting longer and longer. The confirmation number
can also be considered as defining the place in the BlockChain history of the Tx.
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12 BitCoin & BlockChain - Facts Summary
Here is an overview of facts and current standings of the BitCoin BlockChain - as of Aug 9, 2016, if
not otherwise indicated
BitCoin Summary

BlockChain Summary

Started by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009

Block: Group of Txs

First Tx made on 03.01.2009, generating 50 BTC

First Block: #0 of 03.01.2009, 50 BTC reward

Peer-to-peer node network

Chain: Hashed link to prev. Block

Use by means of Wallet client apps

Protects against Double-Spending Fraud

1/100.000.000 BTC smallest currency unit

Avg. Block proliferation: 1 per 10 min

Upper limit 21 Mio BTC built-in

Block solving reward halving every 210.000
Blocks, approx. every 4 years

Currently

Currently

Conversion Rate: 534 EURO/BTC

# Blocks: 424430

BitCoins circulating: 15.8 Mio

Active nodes: ca. 5350

BitCoin Users (active): estim. 4 Mio

Avg Block rate per hour: ca 6

Total Txs last 24h: 216000

Mining reward: 12.5 BTC (until 07.07.2020)

Total BTC transferred last 24h: 1,7 Mio BTC

BTC avg mining rate: 75 BTC per hour

Last BTC to be mined: 07.05.2140

Major active Mining Pools: 10

The current values will change dynamically. Here are two links for monitoring what's going on:



Bitcoin Watch
BlockChain Info Statistics & Charts

And just to give you an impression about the compute power at work, the hash calculation rate at some
point at a regular day (23rd) in Oct 2016 was some 1,800 PetaHashes per second which is equivalent to
some 21 million PFlops in number crunching power (“peta” denotes 10**15, or 1000**5).

13 IP, HTTP, BC - BlockChain as Internet Protocol
The line of explanations so far used the original ideas of transactions and BlockChain for the classical
BitCoin currency processing. Since 2009, almost every aspect addressed so far has seen variant
implementations. They all built upon the original protocol and developed into a universe of eco-systems.
It is generally held now in the media and recent publications that BlockChain, as a protocol, will become
as important as other Internet protocols before. However, on a higher level. For comparison




IP
HTTP
BC

as the Internet Network Protocol, Version 4 (IPv4) developed in 1981
as distributed linked Content Protocol, initiated 1989 (Berners-Lee), in common use 1997
as a distributed Content Validity (or, Value) Protocol, started in 2009

can be considered as major transitions in the history of Internet Protocols. Each has seen a rapid
evolution of usage forms and related extensions, and they somehow build on each other.
Here is a brief overview of how some basic concepts of the (BitCoin) BlockChain have spawned new
variants.
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Users. It is hard to tell at any time how many persons or individual compute devices (including mobiles)
are actually using the BlockChain for transactions. This is because “users” channel their Txs through
various ways now and not only as active parts of the network as I described previously. And besides,
anyone “using” BlockChain may do so with a multitude of changing addresses, i.e. public keys. So the
number is guessing and the concept of a “user” is vague.
Wallets. In my simple picture, a user has a wallet client running on his compute device, which keeps
track of everything that’s going on in the BlockChain world. Soon enough Wallet Apps were commercially
developed and companies developed business on providing wallet SW or Wallet Services. Much like
depot keepers in traditional financial services
Nodes. Solving blocks for the BlockChain and the race for the longest chain is hard work and has
become the business of specialists. So forget the picture of the “Network” as users dealing with Txs
gathered in blocks on their clients where they try to deliver proof-of-work, distribute them in the
network, thereby earn coins, as well as manage their own wallet values. Nodes are specialized to mine
blocks, i.e. solve the block hash problem with ever increasing difficulty. It seems that the number of
active nodes is going down, from some 10.000 in March 2016 to 5.350 today (Aug, 08.). The reason
may be the declining rewards attached to the proof-of-work. Yet the number of nodes is important,
because they also constitute the basis for the concept of “majority”, or “consenus”, in the network.
Users may participate in blockchain networks without a “full” node. Lightweight nodes may be as simple
as a smartphone client and not take a part in mining activities or store the full blockchain history.
Exchanges. Like banks or stock trading places in traditional finance, Exchanges have emerged to offer
services on keeping the values (e.g. BitCoins) of a user, managing their wallets, "executing" transactions
for their customer, selling and buying BitCoins, i.e. trading currencies. (One of the major Exchanges
is Bitfinex, which became known to a wide public when they suffered a loss of 58m Euro of BitCoin value
from an unauthorized hack on customers’ wallets on Aug, 02.).
In a sense, the original idea of a homogeneous peer-to-peer network had soon enough developed into
a network of specialized structures taking over special functions.
MultiSig. The owner of the coins received from previous transactions is the one that has the private key
(see Chain of Digital Signatures 5.1) needed to spend them. Seeing this as a way to securely sign off a
Tx this means a Tx needs just one signature to be released. In 2012 already it became evident that this
has some draw-backs one wishes to avoid in business uses, related to security and access rights.
Instead, a multi-signature mode of spending Txs was implemented. This then allows to define that 2
signatures (private keys) have to be used together to validate the Tx, or 2 of 3 and the like. This makes
BlockChain based transaction processing much more adequate to professional practice.
Sidechains. If BlockChain is seen as one chain that holds all the BTC transactions, there are now
concepts of "branches", or Sidechains, that have their own life parallel to the BlockChain. Own life here
means, they have their own beginnings, implement the BlockChain protocol as variants - e.g., to the
effect of reducing the average block solving time from 10 min down to seconds - and extend differently
and without relation to the main BlockChain. Yet it is possible to transfer BTC to a Sidechain and back.
The protocol establishes that a certain amount may be "frozen", or immobilized, by a special Tx in
the main BlockChain and occur as a new Input - out of nowhere - in a Sidechain. It can be used in the
Sidechain for whatever purpose that is not exactly supported as needed in the main BlockChain, and
eventually transferred back to the original BlockChain.
In a sense, there is an entire environment for block chains that may "cooperate" to achieve a certain
goal - or, they may even compete.
Asset Transactions. In 2014 the BlockChain protocol was extended to allow for a small amount of
general data to be added in a block and to be processed in the same way as BitCoin
(money) transactions. The term Asset Transaction is used here, because it refers to some kind of asset
different from BTC input/output. Asset Txs can be used for all sorts of messages or information that
need to be kept validated and immutable in a BlockChain. Typical use is for contracts, ownership, IP
rights, ID, business agreements, wills, digital notary. The data amount for an asset Tx is just 40 Byte
(increased to 80 B in 2015).
This opens up a plethora of new usages of the Blockchain concept, much as we have seen it with the
development of the http world.
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Companies and organisations are building services and solutions on variations of protocol rules,
parameters and usages, and are ready to customize block chains, content and validation to all sorts
of customer needs. We see a whole BlockChain universe evolving.

14 BlockChain Protocol Evolution
Most of the details of the BlockChain Protocol, in terms of rules and behaviour of a BlockChain
Reference Client, are described in the bitcoinwiki (https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Protocol_documentation).
The BlockChain Protocol has since seen an evolution along various paths with the proliferation of new
ideas on how the BlockChain principle could be used other than in the strict BitCoin, or even currency
sense.
LiteCoin is one of the "altcoin" developments, a currency variation to BitCoin and differs in some
protocol definitions, such as, the Hashes used, the difficulty adjustment, the mining process and the limit
amount of coins. LiteCoin makes block solving, or mining, easier and less costly to start with and keeps
it a more evenly distributed task in the network so to prevent a quasi-centralisation of mining by an
concentration of specialised mining hardware, as in BitCoin. Difficulty is adjusted dynamically to enable
a shorter average block generation time of 2.5 min instead of 10 min with BitCoin BlockChain. LiteCoin
uses a different hash algorithm. The limit value of LiteCoins is 4 times that of BitCoin.
NameCoin was a first "fork" - a technically new block chain implementation, however based on, and in
continuation of, the BitCoin BlockChain. Different from BitCoin, the NMC BlockChain is not focussed on
money transfer transactions but on management Txs for identities, or names. Again, without a central
server or authority in a completely distributed fashion and secured by the BitCoin BlockChain protocol.
Just imagine that, as explained in previous topics of this blog, you want to secure names / identities in
a "name space" instead of money ownership in a "currency space". Handling NMC blocks is as in
BitCoin, i.e., by wallets, the math puzzle proof-of-work, mining rewards, limiting values, network methods
etc.
NameCoin's main application is that of a distributed Domain Name Service (DNS) including definition of
new Top Level Domains, independent of the institutional ICANN. Another use case is as a
distributed Identity Managment System (NameID), a convolution of NameCoin and OpenID (see OpenID
Foundation), an open ID registration and authentication solution. (Can also be seen as an IAM, Identity
& Access Management solution).
By extension of the data section in a NMC Tx many other uses (new NMC transactions) can be defined,
such as document authentication, certificates exchange. But again, there are many other "altcoin" BCs
in existence that have altered the protocol accordingly to enable specific usages.
DataCoin is an example of a BlockChain focussed on immutable data storage. Important files or chunks
up to 128 KB can go into blocks of 1 MB max and secured and distributed in a Block Chain that is a
"fork" of PrimeCoin, yet another BlockChain variant. Similarly, FileCoin establishes a Block Chain to
implement a kind of a distributed file System. However, without dedicated file servers or a service
provider. Branch 14.1 has more details of this example.
PrimeCoin introduced an interesting modification to the BlockChain protocol: it uses a different way to
establish the proof-of-work. Rather than running the mathematical hash puzzle of finding a block
hash that meets the current bound condition, PrimeCoin deploys work to find a chain of prime
numbers (so called Cunningham Chain of primes in Number Theory). This can also balance block
proliferation, mining power and rewards, and is used in the mathematical race against frauds. The novel
aspect here is that, other than with BitCoin, the PrimeCoin math puzzle adds additional value: it finds
new Cunningham Chains, which is, at least in mathematical sense, of scientific value. Hence, we find
that a proof of work might not be restricted to just spending useless effort to prove that work has been
done, but the work itself may produce sensible results. PrimeCoin is keeping record of their
mathematical discoveries. In May 2016 their miners discovered the longest Cunningham Chain (of 2nd
order) to date, which is 14 primes long.
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Other "Coin" Block Chains. Block Chain based crypto-currencies have evolved by "mutation" and
"variation" of protocol details and parameters into a plethora of forms and functions.
Coinmarketcap.com currently lists more than 700 currencies, but only less than 10% currently capitalize
in excess of 1M USD, and 1% exceed 100M USD.
One of the most interesting and innovative evolution in the BlockChain world is that of Ethereum
Foundation. Ethereum has their own currency, the Ether, but opens up a whole ecosystem of new
applications of BlockChain protocols, like "Smart Contracts". It does so by offering powerful
programming - instead of standard money transactions with some small script logic - to be included as
"transactions". See next in 15.

14.1 Filecoin - Coins for Files
Solving and adding a block in the (BitCoin) Blockchain is hard computational work - just for the matter
of making it hard to "forge" blocks of Txs. The result of a proof of work is useless, originally. But why not
try to have useful results as outcome of a proof of work? This means, of course, changing or extending
the "rules" of the mathematical puzzle. PrimeCoin (see previous) does so be solving a prime number
problem with any block instead of a hash puzzle, which is of interest in Mathematics (Number Theory).
Filecoin, as a concept, intends to be useful in solving a general IT problem: secure reliable data
storage independent of a dedicated file service and service provider. From an IT perspective, files are
distributed and stored in chunks - called Pieces - of fixed size somewhere on (different) nodes of
the Filecoin network. They are immutably secured by a Blockchain mechanism that at the same time
ensures that files are kept intact and are retrievable at any time from the Filecoin network.

Fig 16: The Filecoin Piece Set concept. From [3]
In extension of BitCoin, Filecoin has "handling transactions" for files: Put and Get Txs are included in
Filecoin blocks to add files (in Pieces) to the network nodes that provide storage capacity, or to retrieve
files, respectively. All pieces that are listed as "piece records" in the Txs of a block are considered safely
stored once the block has been built and successfully "mined" and added to the chain. A node (the
miner) receives a reward per piece as an incentive for storing the piece. This happens with a Put
Transaction (in a successfully mined block) as well as for any Get. Due to the redundancy of
pieces across the network a node successfully mining a block with a Get to a bundle of pieces may be
different from the one that succeeded previously with a corresponding Put. To manage that, the BitCoin
proof-of-work procedure is extended by an additional challenge proving that the miner already stores a
"challenge set" of Pieces. Again, this is all on the level of hashes and crypto-addresses. No content of
files is disclosed or tested. The details are described in a Whitepaper [3] of July 2014, by ...well, some
public key (but see below).
Since the first setup of FIleCoin project in 2014 a number of peer-to-peer distributed file services have
been spawned off, building or extending in advanced blockchain concepts and hiding all the blockchain
technical details from the user. Among others, there is IPFS, the InterPlanetary File System, a
subsequent project lead by the inventor of Filecoin, Juan Benet. Other notable developments include
Storj decentralized cloud storage and the Ethereum Swarm.
As for IPFS, there would be a lot more to say. Distributed file services are only one use case of IPFS.
In fact, IPFS has much larger scope than implementing just another blockchain based solution. IPFS
sets out to create an entirely new world wide web technology which is based on complete peer-to-peer
distribution of any type of mutable or immutable content including applications, on content based
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addressing, on protection focussing on the data pieces instead of network connections, and consequent
use of Merkle Hash Trees. (Merkle trees are already used in "the depths" of BitCoin to lower the storage
load of a full BlockChain [1]). From IPFS view a blockchain is just one application implemented on the
stack of protocols provided by IPFS. (See [4])
All these developments are considered as the beginning of a next generation of blockchain technology
and application, or Blockchain 2.0. And, as with IPFS or Ethereum, reach far beyond BitCoin.

15 BaaS - Blockchain as a Service
Once you consider putting other data than mere money transactions into a block and add it to a
blockchain a boost of ideas for new use cases will come up. This is because the blockchain concept
can be implemented in a multitude of ways, differing in - to name a few aspects 








what goes into a block
how blocks are mined and distributed
how Proof of Work (PoW) is defined or designed to serve specific use (like Proof of Ownership
in FileCoin)
whether or how coins are proliferating
what incentives can be achieved for block mining activities
the methods to achieve desired time interval between blocks
how the blockchain is stored and blocks can be retrieved or verified
the nodes eligible that make up the network and how to connect to the network

Given all these dimensions to evolve away from the core BlockChain implementation of Satoshi
Nakamoto [1] the blockchain world has seen many developments and start-ups of projects and new
services based on blockchain variants. Some of them, like IPFS (see previous) or Ethereum (see
next), are emerging into a complete ecosystem, built on protocols and SW environments, for anybody
to build his idea of a secure, trustless peer-to-peer application.
Here is a non-comprehensive list of application types and current projects and initiatives that are based
on BlockChain or other blockchain originated ecosystems.













Supply Chain & Logistics: One single blockchain across suppliers, logistics, customer. Also, use
of embedded sensor signals
Banks Consortium considering a Distributed Ledger (Surprise?!)
Cloud Mining
Smart Contracts, Digital Notary w/o 3rd party for escrow
Documents in a block chain
Decentralized Notary (e.g., resolving a car damage conflict)
Online Voting, virtual organisations
Multi signature transactions
Virtual Stock Markets
Car rental / sharing management
Identity Verification, e.g. refugees' proof of identity
„Sidechains“ – Parallel blockchains for special purposes, communicating with main chain

I refrain from including the many URL links that go with these items here. I add some in the Reference
section (17). Pick one or call a search engine, and you will be flooded with references and examples.
Instead I will mention some major developments and resources in the next sections.
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16 Emerging Blockchain as a Service (BaaS) Platforms
When you look into a BitCoin transaction more deeply, you find that each Tx is actually described - or,
programmed - as a simple, linear script using some predefined operations codes. Executing the Tx
means interpreting the script on all nodes. Already the BitCoin BlockChain provides for the possibility to
have a short set of data, a message, as a Tx, i.e. a script that is not interpreted as a money
transfer. Other developments have opened up the transaction concept as to include different types and
sizes of content instead. Like chunks of fixed size of data of files in a distributed p2p file system.
Ethereum generalizes this to any piece of programmatic code - in a very generic meaning, even Turing
complete - and thus opens up to any conceivable use to be made of the Ethereum blockchain protocols.
To make sure the code runs securely and according to the protocols in a defined environment at
any node, Ethereum provides a virtual machine (Ethereum Virtual Machine, EVM) that runs as a basis
for Ethereum applications. In this sense Ethereum defines an independent ecosystem - plus SW and
tools for specifying, implementing, running and using Ethereum blockchain solutions. (To see
more of the essentials of Ethereum blockchain technology check this or the link referenced in 17.)
Ethereum
Ethereum Foundation was founded in 2014 in Switzerland to give the Ethereum
Project and its activities a commercially and legally sound basis, which included the raising of funds to
support a new currency (Ether). Ethereum is based on work of Vitalik Butarin and Gavin Wood who also
founded Ethereum.
Here are some basics:











Ethereum implemented its own blockchain concept developing the BitCoin BlockChain further
and offering a set of new features.
The new cryptocurrency generally available within the Ethereum realm is based on tokens
called Ether Coins (ether) and its subunits called Wei. Ether can be mined, used for financial
transactions and is traded in currency exchanges at varying rates
Different from the BitCoin launch starting 2009, ethers were generated already in a "pre-mine"
phase: crowd funding in 2014 generated an ether coin base of some 60 M ether, then equivalent
to 31,500 BTC or 18 M USD.
Ethereum provides the EVM as a common platform for Ethereum based activities on every peer
network node
"Transactions" - still collected and validated in blocks - can hold any sort of program code a user
community might wish to be executed upon a given event. Typically, such events are messages,
signed by one or more users that are addressed to and trigger the execution of such a
"transaction". Rather than "transaction", the term "Contract" (as in Smart Contract) is used as a
more general term. Contracts can trigger other contracts depending on outcome or conditions.
So rather than mere coins, code is distributed throughout. This extends to the general support
of Decentralized Applications (DAPPs), i.e. distributed, peer-to-peer, crypto protected, no
centralized server infrastructure needed.
There are IDE's for developers as well as Ethereum Clients in many modern
programming languages.
Smart Wallets can be used for all kinds of digital "valuables", not only for ether
Instead of transaction fees as in BitCoin, Ethereum applications consume "gas", an
ether related value that a sender pays for each computational step that he triggered by his
"transaction" to the node that completes the task. "Gas" value is dynamically adjusted to the
ether price to achieve a constant value for each computational step, independent from the
currency exchange rates for ether.

What Ethereum can be used for, some examples:



Instantiate your own blockchain with customized protocol parameters. Blockchains can be
defined for public, consortium or private network deployment.
Design your own cryptocurrency and tradable tokens (which could solve our "pizza plus a drink"
deal in the beginning of the story).
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Total amount of the currency system can be fixed or fluctuating, rule based
Establish a proof of membership
Create your own democracy (see DAO), with agreements, votings, role and competency
definitions
Build a complete new company start-up on Ethereum, facilitating fund raising and avoiding cost
for notary and other overhead.
Develop and distribute DAPPs. There is a host of inspiring DAPPs provided by specialized
developers to be collected from the Ethereum home page. Here is just a small pick of them:
o SlackCoins: Blockchain payments for Slack teams
o KissBTC: Integration with BitCoin
o AKASHA: New social platform concept
o EthIdent: ID Management
o SafeMarket: Secure P2P marketplace
o and many more

DAO
A decentralized autonomous organization, founded 2016, which is digitally structured and organized.
DAO is based on an Ethereum blockchain.
DAO is also a template for building and running digitally organized structures, like virtual communities,
companies, foundations, or cross governmental organizations.
R3 Consortium
Founded in 2015, the world-wide Consortium consists of now 45 Financial Organizations. The intent is
to use a blockchain for distributed inter-organization ledger applications. A trial run in 2016 has 40 Banks
joining in trading debt Instruments. Tests have been made with Ethereum and several "Blockchain
Providers" (BaaS) including Microsoft, IBM and Intel.
Hyperledger Consortium
Under the Linux Foundation a project "Hyperledger" brings together ideas and resources from a
consortium of big names in IT, finance and healthcare industries (IBM, Intel, Fujitsu, Cicso, Accenture,
Deutsche Börse, to name a few) to develop an open source base platform for all sorts of future
blockchain applications, both within or across companies. I have included a branch (16.1) to explain the
key concepts of Hyperledger's "Fabric" Project.
"Blockchain" attn: IT Industry
Blockchain has reached the service catalogues of the big players in IT industry. To mention the Two:



Microsoft offers blockchain service on Azure
IBM on their Cloud platform Bluemix

Details might be interesting in professional service but exceed this explanatory exploration of Blockchain
Technology

16.1 IBM and Hyperledger Fabric
Hyperledger is a consortial open source project hosted at the Linux Foundation. IBM and other relevant
companies are active members of the consortium. Also IBM has a Bluemix offering for a (small scale)
Blockchain Solution (4 Peers + Certification, see below) for testing (free) or serious deployment (at 10K
USD per month). Another interesting solution offering combines IoT (Internet of Things) with Watson
and Blockchain: Data from IoT devices are evaluated and filtered for relevance by means of Watson
capabilities and then passed over into a blockchain for transactions. These offerings are based on
results of one of the Hyperledger projects called Fabric. So I will focus on Hyperlerdger Fabric approach
here. (Link to Hyperledger.)
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Hyperledger Fabric is an open source platform for generic blockchain applications, at this point of time
still in development. It takes a couple of ideas further, such as to provide control over who is accredited
in a peer-to-peer network and allows for different roles. I'll try to point out some of the essentials that
are new or extending the original blockchain concept. A full documentation of the hyperledger fabric
architecture and protocol can be found here (or see URL reference in 17).
First, we know "ledger" and we know "p2p network" - so why "hyper", why "fabric"? Here are my
guesses:
The ledger is more than just the history of (money) transactions squeezed into blocks that are chained
in sequence. It also includes what the project calls the "World State", a collection of all current states,
or results, of active scripts (like transactions, smart contract executions etc.), which are implemented
as "Chaincode" in the Hyperledger context. So every node and every chaincode can access the items
in World State for whatever use without need of traceback. It is like a common global parameter space.
The ledger may also manage multiple, connected blockchains for different purposes and combine their
activities into the World State. So, I think, this already makes it "hyper".
The "fabric" comes in for several reasons. Several blockchains may be combined that have
different coverage network-wise, have different grades of confidentiality, different roles and
authorisation of members, which can be real or virtual, and the possibility to set up a central registration
authority to grant or deny permission to become a peer in a network. That's why the project (and IBM)
speaks of "permissioned" blockchains as opposed to un-permissioned, i.e. open, blockchains. Plus,
many characteristics can be customized and there are services to support this.
So the idea of the Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) is an extremely multi-purpose development (and operation)
platform for blockchain based solutions that are peer-to-peer distributed.
An overall HLF architecture consists of 3 major parts, or groups of services.
1.) The Membership Services, which register and authorize members of the HLF blockchain. This is a
central component, not a distributed one.
2.) The Blockchain Services that handle transactions, blocks, ledger and the consensus process. In HLF
members (nodes) may take the role of a regular (non-validating) peer or a validating peer. The latter are
involved in the consensus process. Transactions, or their generalization, take the form of chaincode
scripts. Therefore,
3.) Chaincode Services support secure development and testing of chaincode. Chaincode is also the
name of the scripting language developed for HLF.
Peer nodes communicate by distribution of pre-structured messages. There are four different types,
according to different tasks required in the Network. Discovery, Synchronisation and Consensus
messages are used to discover other peers, synchronise their information about the blockchain and
world state with the other peers, and call for achieving a consensus between the validating peers about
an issued transaction.
Fourth is the Transaction message type where the basic content is a piece of chaincode which actually
specifies what the effect of the Tx should be. Here, the term Transaction achieves a more general
meaning - more or less any kind of instruction that alters the Ledger (the World State in that),
either directly or triggered when conditions apply. It could be a transfer of a value, a smart contract, a
storage request, what have you.
Two types of Transaction messages make up for the execution logic in a HLF application: Deploy
Transaction and Invoke Transaction. They pretty much do what their name says: deploying the
chaincode and, given pre-defined conditions are achieved, triggering the chaincode execution. (There
is a third type, the Query Transaction).
A block is built in typical blockchain fashion to contain the hash of the previous block and a list of
transactions. In addition for the HLF protocol, a block includes a hash of the current World State, where
current means the state after execution of the Txs in this block.
For validation of a block HLF offers several options. Remember, the original BlockChain used a proofof-work method - finding a block with a hash below a dynamic limit - to validate a block. Other Options
may well speed up the process of getting to new valid blocks (see e.g. Filecoin, Ethereum, ISPF).
Validation is done by the validating peers and HLF blockchain implementations may have from 1 (at
least!) to many validating peers. I compare validating peers to "full" nodes in the Bitcoin network that
work on validating (mining) and adding blocks by the tedious proof of work (see Mathematical
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Race). Except that, by means of the Membership Service, the role of being a validating peer is predefined. The non-validating peers work with the blockchain through validating peers, much like
lightweight nodes (clients) in BitCoin.
These are some key concepts of what has to become a very versatile, next generation platform for
business within or across companies. Blockchain is both a basic way of thinking new processes AND a
"constructive" technology. The HLF documentation has many more levels of detail, even down to the
specification of objects and coding languages and templates, which are interesting to follow. After all, it
makes the original blockchain paper of Satoshi Nakamoto easy reading.

17 Commented References
I have made use of many sources about different aspects of BitCoin, Blockchains and advanced
concepts that have evolved from these origins. It would be futile to list all of them here. Instead, I'll
mention only the basic texts that I mentioned in my blog:
[1] Nakamoto, Satoshi: Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System, 2008, www.bitcoin.org - The
Paper that triggered BitCoin in 2009.
[2] Driscoll, Scott: How BitCoins work under the Hood, 2013, Blog - I used some of his drawings in my
text for Illustration. Hope, I'm not violating any rights. In return, I mention his blog here.
[3] 1e96a1b27a6cb85df68d728cf3695b0c46dbd44d: Filecoin: A Cryptocurrency Operated File Storage
Network, 2014, www.filecoin.io - The proposal of a blockchain based p2p distributed file storage,
written by 1e96....
[4] Benet, Juan: IPFS - Content Addressed, Versioned, P2P File System, 2014, https://ipfs.io - Also,
watch the YouTube video of a talk given by J.B. at Stanford University. Easy to find. Tell me what
you think.
Here are just a few central resources for detail specifications, How-to's, FAQs, and Downloads to get
involved with
BitCoin
https://de.bitcoin.it/wiki/Hauptseite
http://de.bitcoinwiki.org/Hauptseite
Ethereum
https://www.ethereum.org/ - Ethereum offerings with a sales pitch
http://ethdocs.org/en/latest/ - Ethereum documentation that gets you an in-depth understanding of how
Ethereum works.
Here are some "watchdogs" that show ongoing activities and overall statistics of the BitCoin Network,
just to pick a few. You find similar sites for all sorts of alternative cryptocurrencies, including complete
market overviews.
https://blockexplorer.com/
http://www.bitcoinmonitor.com/
http://www.bitcoinwatch.com/
Here is the web hash calculator I used:
http://www.xorbin.com/tools/sha256-hash-calculator
Here is an explanation of the “Birthday Paradox” mentioned in 9.1 :
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birthday_problem
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This is what Microsoft and IBM have on display for BaaS
https://azure.microsoft.com/de-de/solutions/blockchain/ - The General Advertising of BaaS on Azure
https://azure.microsoft.com/de-de/blog/ethereum-blockchain-as-a-service-now-on-azure/ Announcement of "Ethereum on Azure"
http://www.ibm.com/blockchain/ - This is IBM's appearance in this field. Spot the difference?
http://www.ibm.com/blockchain/bluemix.html - IBM BaaS on Bluemix. Out of the box?
http://www.ibm.com/internet-of-things/iot-news/announcements/private-blockchain/ - IBM joining IoT,
Watson cognitive and blockchain
IBM develops their offerings based on the Hyperledger project: https://www.hyperledger.org/
For almost all terminology, projects and names I mentioned you will find abundant Information by
just looking up the term in a search engine. You'll find Wikipedia coverage, dedicated web sites, Blogs
and wiki's to read on. To follow up on real life in this domain, check for Currency Exchange Platforms.
Meanwhile, there is massive literature on blockchain and cryptocurrencies, in print and in electronic
form, from "Explanation for Five-Year-Olds" to developer's guides. Take your pick.
When I was halfway through with this blog, Sigi send me a link to a collection of links to sources that
explain BitCoin, blockchain and relatives from bottom to top and way back, introduced by a Dilbert
cartoon. Here it is:
https://medium.com/mit-media-lab-digital-currency-initiative/what-is-bitcoin-and-the-blockchain2a61b1bd6427#.pr898j54i - Again, take your pick.
(Added Dec 2016:) A thorough overview about how "Blockchain" may change the world of economics,
politics and social structure, along with new models of business, government and culture is laid out in
the book "Blockchain Revolution: how the technology behind Bitcoin is changing money, business, and
the world" by Don and Alex Tapscott (May 2016), renowned thinkers and authors in Technology,
Economics and Society. (German Edition: "Die Blockchain Revolution: Wie die Technologie hinter
Bitcoin nicht nur das Finanzsystem, sondern die ganze Welt verändert", Plassen Verlag, Okt 2016).
Although somewhat "high level" with the concept of blockchain, this book investigates all relevant areas
of human organisation and interaction and explores "new ways" based on a generalized blockchain
concept.
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